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Introduction
This document contains KPMG’s response to the questions posed in the Australian Payments Council
consultation paper titled, “Shaping the future of Australian payments”.
KPMG has a wealth of experience in payments locally and globally and has delivered a variety of
consultancy services in the payments domain. We have assisted clients across a diverse range of
industries, including government and industry bodies, to understand and improve the performance of
their payment systems, ultimately to support the evolving needs of consumers and businesses.
In order to complete its journey towards becoming a world class payment system, the Australian
payments system should focus on the following areas:

•

Maximising the economic benefits of the New Payments Platform (NPP);

•

Transitioning towards paperless (digital) payments;

•

Addressing the specific needs of payment system users (consumers, businesses, government);

•

Offering efficient and reasonably low cost payments solutions; and

•

Providing a high degree of security and resilience.

Objectives for the Australian Payments System
Do Resilience, Efficiency, Accessibility and Adaptability as discussed in Section 2 address
the desirable characteristics for the Australian payments system? Are there other
characteristics that are more appropriate? Why?
Resilience, efficiency, accessibility and adaptability are all desirable characteristics for the Australian
payments system.
Another desirable characteristic for the Australian payment system is “clarity” i.e. in terms of an agreed
future roadmap, collaboration and governance. This is described in the table below:
Clarity

Future Roadmap

Roadmaps are essential to provide multi-year visibility on existing
payment capabilities to be transformed, as well as new capabilities to
be added to the Australia payment system.
Roadmaps will act as a powerful tool to:

•

Drive consensus on an ongoing basis among industry participants

•

Fill the gaps between payments industry strategic objectives and
the strategic objectives of individual participants
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•

Facilitate coordination and planning across multiple industry
participants

Clear and flexible roadmaps are key, to achieving continuous
industry innovation.
Collaboration

The Australian payment system is currently being developed with
collaboration between different types of industry participants e.g.
banks, scheme provider, corporates, etc.
Active industry collaboration is the key for successful industry
innovation. However, KPMG’s discussions with industry participants
suggest the current level of collaboration may not bring sustainable
benefits to their individual organisations.
Historically, it has been observed that collaborative industry
initiatives have provided more benefit to society at large, when
compared to competitive initiatives from individual organisations. An
example of this is the low cost payment utility enjoyed by all
Australians and from the use of widely accepted debit cards.
KPMG suggests the Australian Payment Council establish a
collaboration framework to ensure industry participants are actively
engaged in cross-industry innovation on a continuous basis. This
framework should provide clarity on how:

•

To reduce the time to implement collaborative industry
innovative solutions; and

•
Governance

To benefit from industry innovation.

Currently there are number of organizations governing payments
Australia i.e. government regulators, industry bodies, schemes etc.
Numerous governing bodies may have a negative impact on
the industry due to:
1. The complexity of dealing with multiple governing bodies
e.g. interoperability, data requests, participation etc.
2. The potential introduction of barriers to entry in the payment
system.
3. Poorly aligned priorities between governing bodies leading
to delays.
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Consolidation of governing organizations or better alignment of
objectives where possible will be crucial to the successful industry
innovation and competition.

Current Trends in Australian Payments
Are there any other current trends, aside from those outlined in Section 3, we need to
take into account in developing the Australian Payments Plan?
We see three additional trends to those outlined in section 3. These are as follows
The rise of digital currencies
Digital currencies will play a key role in the further reduction of cash use. The cost of cash payment is
high, when compared to electronic payment methods. Cash is currently used in three fashions:

•

Cash transactions for goods and services

•

Cash transactions for illegal activities

•

Cash hoarded (not spent) leading to increased cash production

Adopting a legitimate national virtual currency e.g. AussieCoin could benefit the Australian payments
system by:

•

Reducing the amount cash use for illegal activities

•

Allowing the regulators to better monitor ‘digital cash’ transaction volumes and values at the time of
payment initiation

•

Preserving consumer anonymity where possible

•

Bringing efficiency, e.g. reducing the tax leakage, reduced reporting etc.

We suggest that the Australian Payments Council, in association with the RBA should develop a
roadmap for the Australian payment system to use regulated digital currencies.
Innovation through intermediation:
A significant portion of innovation in payments is coming through intermediation i.e. innovative solutions
placed between customer/merchant and banks, e.g. BeatTheQ, GoCatch, PayPal etc. This kind of
disruptive innovation is encouraging as these innovative solutions offer significant benefits to customers
and merchants.
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The main disadvantage observed with these solutions is “higher fees”. These innovative solutions often
charge higher fees (sometimes up to 5% of transaction value).
The Australian Payments Council should explore options to bring these innovative start-ups in to
mainstream payments business in order to:

•

Facilitate greater adoption of reasonably priced innovative products by customers; and

•

Encourage competition among market participants.

Rise of non-banking institutions in payments business:
There are an increasing number of non-banking organizations involved in the Australian payments
business. Their involvement can be categorized in two ways:


Technology and operations services to banking organizations. These organizations provide
outsourcing services related to infrastructure (cloud), technology development and processing
capabilities (payments processors, schemes) to banking organizations, e.g. SWIFT, First Data,
internet payment gateways etc.



Payments services to end customers. These organizations often provide innovative payments
services to customers based on changing customer needs and technology advancements, e.g.
Apple, PayPal, Bitcoin service providers etc.

Non-banking institutions involvement in payments business may bring efficiency through increased
competition among the industry players.
While the rise of non-banking institutions in payments business provides cost and processing benefits
for the industry, many of these organisations are not regulated. The industry needs to be sure these
organisation will adhere to Australian payment legislation like the e-payments code, security standards,
consumer protection rules, etc.
A governance framework should be implemented to meet the challenge of balancing appropriate
regulation non-banking institutions in the payments system, without stifling innovation.
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Forecast of Longer-Term Trends to 2025 – Continuity and Change
What are your views on “digital disruption” being the primary force for change affecting
Australian payments over the next 10 years?
Digital disruption will continue to bring a new order to the Australian payments system over the next 10
years. The reasons for this are:

•

A proliferation of payments start-ups. There are thousands of startups in the process of discovering
new business models based on technology advancements and customer latent/ignored/un-fulfilled
needs. These startups are constantly searching for repeatable and scalable business models to
disrupt Australian payments.

•

Customer centric solutions. Digital disrupters are dis-aggregating the market based on specific
customer needs, e.g. BeatTheQ for coffee lovers, GoCatch for cab hiring etc. Digital disruption will
continue as long as the end customer’s specific needs addressed through innovative solutions.

•

Significant financial reward. A large portion of bank revenues are derived from payments. Smaller
non-bank organizations with less to lose (a smaller or non-existent customer base) are eagerly trying
to take a share of this revenue. The revenue opportunity for digital disruptors is increasing as the
volume and popularity of electronic payments increases.

•

Continued advances in computing and telecommunications. The next 10 years will see increasingly
powerful and easy to use smartphone technologies in consumers’ hands. New types of sensors on
these devices will enable new capabilities, e.g. Internet of Things. Low latency, high speed 5G
mobile networks, with improved coverage will be rolled out in Australia before 2020, further
improving the smartphone for payment use. Small, nimble, entrepreneurial digital disruptors will be
well placed to produce prototype applications able to take advantage of these technological
advances ahead of larger organizations, unless those larger organizations collaborate, fund or
contribute to the product development process in some way.

•

Consumer preference for a digital payment medium. Generation ‘Z’ has just begun to start making
payments. Generation ‘Z’ is more familiar with smartphones and the Internet (the home ground for
digital disruption) than they are with plastic payment cards, cheques or direct debit authority forms.
Generation ‘Z’ will adopt payment mechanisms which are intuitive and familiar. They are likely to be
interested in the user centric solutions offered by digital disruptors.

•

An ecosystem approach. A diverse group of entities coming together to implement an interconnected
system for payments, is more likely to provide a product which meets payment system user needs,
e.g. merchants, governments, consumers, technology developers and payments processors coming
together to provide a new way for consumers to pay.
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What are your views on our forecast of longer-term trends for Australian payments,
outlined in Section 4? Are there other factors to consider?
•

Consolidation of payment systems. Another longer term trend which we foresee is “consolidation”
of existing Australian payment systems in to new payments systems such as the New Payments
Platform (NPP). Examples of consolidation opportunities are detailed in the table below:
Clearing stream to be Approach to consolidation
consolidated
Cash

Creating a regulated Australian digital currency (an AussieCoin)
would allow Australians to digitally store their Australian dollars
as AussieCoins. Consumers could spend Aussie-Coins online
and at bricks and mortar retailers. In store payments could be
proximity based payments initiated from the consumer’s
smartphone AussieCoin wallet.

Cheques

A key benefit of using paper cheques, is the Cheques Act which
enforces characteristics of the clearing system such as:
dishonors, the ability to ‘stop’ a cheque, cheque crossing
instructions and a 15 month use-by life. The enforceability of
these rules by law, provides businesses with a strong assurance
of participant behavior when using cheques. The use of digital
signatures could allow banks to launch smartphone and tablet
computer applications which can be used by consumers and
businesses to generate electronic cheques with the same
characteristics (adhering to the same law) as paper cheques. A
NPP overlay service would allow the features of electronic
cheques to be conveyed between banks. The processing cost of
an electronic cheque would be considerably lower than the cost
of processing paper cheques today. Australian banks may be
able to adapt their digital channels and back office processes to
support a profitable electronic cheque product, using an NPP
overlay to convey payment data between the electronic cheque
issuing organization and accepting organization. Re-using the
legal structure of the Cheques Act in this fashion and adding an
industry overlay is likely to be easier than re-establishing a new
Cheques Act.

DE/bill payments

There are currently four different related services in this class:

•

Direct debit

•

Direct credit
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•

BPAY

•

BPAY View

Potential exists to consolidate these different types of payments.
Cards

Potentially a new real-time direct debit function could be created
on the NPP by using a new overlay service for card transactions.

High Value

The existing NPP credit transfer overlay service can be re-used
to create a new service for RTGS payments for higher payment
value limits with tailored user groups.

•

Increased regulatory pressure. Changes in regulation from industry bodies, law and payment
regulators including:

•

The growing importance of consumer protection laws. Increased levels of consumer
awareness will influence the Australian payments system;

•

•

Anti-Money Laundering regulations;

•

Promotion of increased competition in the payments system; and

•

Regulatory controls and restrictions over certain types of innovations such as Bitcoin etc.

A focus on the ‘rich data’ associated with payments. The NPP will support the transmission and
receipt of rich data and document attachments. Payments industry participants should collaborate
on how to anonymize data and share findings in order to promote industry efficiency and better
consumer payment experiences. There should be a forum for exploring the opportunities for
payments data sharing (ensuring privacy implications are considered).

Areas for Industry Collaboration
To achieve the desirable characteristics for the payments system in the next 10 years,
what should the Australian payments industry consider doing collaboratively on issues
such as?
•

Digital identity, combatting fraud and network support:

•

Australian banks have invested considerably in KYC processes. The banks could potentially
collaborate to develop a common standard for secure mobile device authentication. A
transparent authentication method would benefit consumers (through convenience), merchants
(through faster transaction times) and banks (through reduced fraud rates). An industry body
could work with the federal government to set a common standard for KYC and digital
authentication. A digital identity service such as this which could be trusted by both issuer and
acquirer could be used to facilitate identity checks for name, age, address, and qualification for
government benefits etc.

•

Potentially, access to the digital authentication method/standard could be re-sold to other
industry verticals requiring reliable, frictionless authentication. A future revenue source from a
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collaborative effort on authentication could help fund the development of the standard.

•

Fraud is viewed as an area where industry can work collaboratively together, potentially
leveraging off recently formed bodies such as the National Fraud Exchange (NFX).

•

Managing the range of payment systems (including the future of cheques and direct entry):

•

One of the Australian payment system characteristics outlined in section 2,
is “efficiency”. KPMG considers that an efficient approach would consolidate
existing payment systems such as cheques and direct entry in to a new
payment system like the NPP, as overlay services.

•

A clear payments roadmap is essential to migrate existing payment system
into a new payment system.

•

Ensuring users have the information they need to make informed decisions in a complex market:

•

In addition to industry participant’s communication to their own customers, the
Australian Payments Council with industry support should take an active role
in terms of providing information to payment system users on topics such as:
payment methods, cost of payment and clearing and settlement timings.

•

Ensuring the domestic regulatory framework / standards setting remains responsive:

•

The Payments Council should continue to consult with industry participants on the need and
urgency of specific regulatory issues.

What else might the industry do collaboratively to achieve the desired characteristics?
•

Consult with international payments experts to monitor emerging trends in overseas markets.

•

Encourage the use of open Application Programing Interfaces, to nurture a broader more diverse
ecosystem of electronic payment partners and customers. For example, enabling an open API for
retailer’s native smartphone apps to communicate payment requests to mobile banking smartphone
apps, to create a low friction payment experience for consumers.

•

Keep a close watch on overseas development with respect to payments governance.

•

Continue to build contacts with peers in similar organizations overseas to monitor the payment
issues affecting other geographies.
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